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Alsco is more than a uniform and linen laundry service. We offer the 
highest-quality products and services built on more than 130 years of 
experience in the industry, and we do so with the HealthAssure Promise.

We promise to keep your team, business and community safe and healthy 
while providing our hygienically clean laundry services to your facility.

Our HealthAssure Promise is backed by trusted, independent 
certification programs and professionals that certify our products, 
processes and services will be hygienically clean when delivered to you, 
our customers.

Ask your Alsco representative about
certifications at your local Alsco branch.
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Table of ContentsWe provide more than just high quality 
uniform and linen rentals, we offer:

Positek RFID 
uniform tracking 
technology

A-TrackSM 
online account
management

Fast repairs & 
regular upgrades

Wide variety of 
uniform options

Hygienically Clean  
laundry processing

Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points, or HACCP, is a systematic,  
preventative approach to food safety from biological, chemical and 
physical hazards in production processes. Our processes are 
HACCP compliant.
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BUTCHER COAT
WITH GRIPPERS

Cut long to provide extra protection, this pocketless butcher 
coat will have you looking fresh while keeping everything 
underneath clean. The six-gripper front makes it easy to take 
on and off while conforming to food-industry standards.

• Primary closure: snap/gripper
• Blend: 100% polyester

BUTCHER COAT GRIPPER

S-5XL

White
10421

Navy
10419 

Light Blue
10418 

Tan
10420

A

B

MOBILITY &
COMFORT
FOR WHEN THE
PRESSURE IS ON
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COLLARED BUTCHER WRAP COLLARLESS BUTCHER WRAP SMOCK

S-5XL S-5XL

White
10424

Navy
10428

A

A

B

BUTCHER WRAPS
WITH AND WITHOUT COLLARS

B

Royal Blue
10426

Red
10427

Light Blue
10425

White
10422

The collarless butcher wrap will keep you 
looking sharp and clean at work. Store tools and 
notes in the interior left chest pocket or in the 
exterior lower pockets for convenient access.
• Closure: tie

Suit up quickly and get right to work in this  
classic butcher wrap. Store notes, tools, and 
more in two or three exterior pockets. This wrap 
will keep your clothes protected so you can 
focus on the task at hand.
• Closure: reversible tie

ALWAYS LOOKING 
SAFE AND PROTECTED

White 2 Pockets
10423

Blend: 65% polyester / 35% cotton Blend: 80% polyester / 20% combed cotton
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KEEP YOUR STAFF 
PROTECTED & CLEAN

FOOD PROCESSING 
COATS

UNISEX PROTECTIVE 
LAB COAT

S-3XL

A
• Front and sleeves constructed of single-ply fluid-resistant barrier fabric
• Back constructed of polyester/cotton blend
• Concealed placket front with snap closure
• Throat-guard collar with adjustable snap closure for improved neck protection
• Left chest pocket and two lower pockets
• Side slits for pocket access
• Back vent
• Knit cuffs
• PFAS-free fabric

White
56566

Navy
56565

Ceil Blue
56564

A
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MEN’S POCKETLESS GRIPPER SHIRTS
SHORT AND LONG SLEEVE OPTIONS

SHORT SLEEVE WORK SHIRT

Our gripper shirts might look simple, but these snap shirts 
are packed with performance features for food processing 
jobs. With fabric designed to wick away sweat, they will 
keep you dry and comfortable in any working condition. 

LONG-SLEEVE WORK SHIRT

White
10251
S-6XL

Navy
10250
S-4XL

Light Blue
SP26LB
S-6XL

Light Grey
10429
S-3XL

Light Tan
10630
S-4XL

White
10231
S-6XL

Navy
10230
S-3XL

Light Blue
10610
S-6XL

Light Grey
10610
S-3XL

Light Tan
10232
S-3XL

WOMEN’S POCKETLESS GRIPPER SHIRT
SHORT SLEEVE

Touchtex™ Technology  
Provides breathable comfort, lasting colors, and 
stain resistance; requires minimal ironing thanks to 
a wrinkle-resistant finish; has a squared hem that 
looks professional whether tucked in or left out; 
meets food-processing requirements.

Blend: 65% polyester/35% cotton

The gripper-front closure, tuckable straight hem, and 
two-piece collar will keep you looking professional 
and put together without a second thought. Take all 
the time you need to get the job done right — our 
work shirt has your back.

TT

WOMEN’S INDUSTRIAL 
GRIPPER SHIRT

S-6XL

White
10417

Rust-proof gripper
snap closures.

A B

A
B

C

C

Touchtex™ Technology  
Provides breathable comfort, lasting colors, and 
stain resistance; requires minimal ironing thanks to 
a wrinkle-resistant finish; has a squared hem that 
looks professional whether tucked in or left out; 
meets food-processing requirements.

Blend: 65% polyester/35% cotton

TT
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YOUR STAFF
FEELING PROTECTED GRIPPER POLO SHIRTS

SHORT SLEEVE

Features:
Superior color retention, 
lightweight but extra  
durable and advanced 
moisture wicking that keeps 
you cool under pressure

UNISEX GRIPPER POLO SHIRT

S-6XL

White
30022

Blue Lake
30023

Navy
00446

Work with the confidence that your uniform is up to the task and will  
withstand stains or wear and tear.
 
The tagless label and straight-bottom hem make this top comfortable, and its 
left front pocket is perfect for tools of the trade. 

Blend: 100% polyester
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SPECIALIZED WORK PANTS

SPECIALIZED WORK PANTS

XS-5XL

White
13005

Blend: 65% polyester/35% cotton twill

Touchtex™ Technology  
No buttons mean fewer repairs and  
additional protection.

TT
These specialized work pants release soil, food, grease 
and other stains during laundering so your work pants 
are fresh and clean whenever you need them. 

Employees are often hard on their uniforms — with regular and unexpected 
wear and tear from daily and seasonal use, equipment, and demanding 
environments. Yet fluctuating weekly uniform costs can be hard on your 
balanced budget. Alsco’s Uniform Shield program protects your business 
with a pay-as-you-go, no surprises, set weekly fee. And, because your 
invoices for uniform expenses are predictable from month to month, you can 
run your business efficiently and effectively.

ARE YOU TIRED OF 
BUDGET-BUSTING 
EMPLOYEE UNIFORM 
CHARGES?

OTHER WAY

UNIFORM SHIELD
PROGRAM

0 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

FLUCTUATING COSTS

$ 
C

O
S

TS

0 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

UNIFORM SHIELD

$ 
FL

AT
 C

O
S

TS
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DESIGNED 
FOR SENSITIVE 
ENVIRONMENTS

MICROFIBER TOWELS COTTON TOWELS

• Alsco’s proprietary microfiber towels provide high-performance cleaning
• No lint, no residue.
• Works harder and longer than other towels

• Classic, natural feel
• Heat resistant

Terry Cloth Towels

Huck Towels
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Alsco provides more than just uniforms.
We offer facility service and safety products, 
such as floor mats, mops, managed first aid and 
more, to help keep your business safe and clean.

BETTER FOR YOUR BUSINESS 
AND YOUR BUDGET

STORAGE SOLUTIONS

CLEAN 
LOOK, 
NO
EFFORT

With All Fresh, keeping your business
looking clean and professional is simple. Our
services help you reduce your labor costs
while ensuring your employees and customers
enjoy a clean, safe environment.

Alsco provides solutions to help keep your employee  
uniforms organized for when you need them and out of 
your way when you don’t.

Clean Uniform LockerClean Uniform Rack Soil Locker
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SLIP-RESISTANT MOPS
MATS

OUR MATS ARE CERTIFIED 
HIGH-TRACTION BY THE 
NATIONAL FLOOR  
SAFETY INSTITUTE

Complete Comfort™ MatComfort Flow™ Mat

Logo Mat SuperScrape™ Mat

Protect your employees, customers and floors 
with our inventory of slip-resistant mats.  
For added value, make full use of our logo and 
message mat options to highlight your brand or 
safety fixtures and devices.

Alsco carries a large variety of standard and 
custom rugs. With our mat services, we can 
provide mats with any design you desire, to help 
you keep your team safe and safety conscious 
throughout their day.

• Keep your team safe
• Reduce accidents
• Keep your floors clean
• Increase your professional image

CUSTOM LOGO & SAFETY MATS

Mops do more than keep your floors looking
fresh and clean. They protect your business
from damaging dirt and particles. Have fresh 
mops delivered directly to you each week.

Mops that are not cleaned regularly spread dirt
and bacteria. Renting mops means you never 
have to source costly mops and spend time 
breaking in, cleaning and replacing mops again.
Our service provides fresh mops every week 
with no up-front costs to purchase equipment. 
We take care of replacements for you,  
hardware included.

How big an area needs to be mopped? Is  
cross-contamination a factor? Do you deal with 
heavy or light soil?

These are all considerations in finding the right 
mop for the job. Let Alsco help keep your floors 
fresh and dust-free with our wet and dry, 
classic and microfiber mops.

WHY RENT MOPS?

CHOOSING THE MOP THAT’S 
RIGHT FOR YOU

Microfiber Mop

Wet Mop Dust Mop
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SAFE
SIMPLE 

FIRST AID
& SAFETY

Low Weekly Cost
It’s easy to plan your budget around 
no monthly billing spikes!

Simple to Use
In an emergency, time is everything. 
Our grab-and-go modules allow you 
to quickly find everything you need 
to treat simple job-site injuries on 
the spot.

Always Compliant
Our first-aid cabinets are always 
stocked with ANSI-required 
products to maintain compliance 
with OSHA. With our weekly 
service, we regularly remove 
expired items and replace them 
with fresh items.

With Alsco’s easy-to-use modules, it’s 
simple to find what you need in an 
emergency.

REGULAR FIRST AID CABINET LARGE FIRST AID CABINET

Don’t want a full station? Our first aid services are also available separately. 
Ask your representative for more details. 

AED
Our AED stations provide easy access 
for a quick response to emergencies. 

EYEWASH

Low flat rate pricing with no upfront costs
Increase sudden cardiac arrest survival rates from 10% to 75%
Compliant with local and regional regulations
Ensures readiness in emergencies, providing peace of mind

Great in any business 
All-in-one eye cleansing operation with built-in eye bath
Sterile and secure twist-top opening
Easy to see and transport the wall-mounted cabinet

Our eyewash stations provide easy access 
for a quick response to eye accidents. 
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